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mormon bibliography 1988
scott H duvall
ARTS AND

literature

critical essays
A modem acts of the apostles 1840 mormon
the making brigham young university studies 27
tiemaking
literature in themaking
spring 1987 79 95
lyon thomas E publishing a book of mormon poetry the harp of
zionbyu
zion BYU studies 27 winter 1987 85 95
thomas gordon K the book of mormon in the english literary
context of 1837 BYU studies 27 winter 1987 37 45

england eugene

375

personal essays
bergera gary james what you leave behind six years at the MTC
21 spring 1988 146 55
dialogue A journal ofmormon
of Mormon thought21
thought
england eugene easter weekend dialogue 21 spring 1988 19 30
england karin anderson the man at the chapel dialogue 21 winter
1988 133 41
stometta
St
stonetta
ometta marcia flanders mothers and daughters parting dialogue
21 spring 1988 163 67
young margaret blair doing huebener dialogue 21 winter 1988
127 32

zaugg terri

A journey with doubt

dialogue 21 spring 1988

156 61

music

hainsworth rebecca woodworth

ill

follow christ

new era 18

august 1988 12 13
hukill cynthia louise A stylistic analysis of selected piano works of
masters thesis university of
leroy robertson 1896 1971
missouri 1988
kemp ryan lee praise to the lamb new era 18 august 1988 511
perry janice kapp just one little light new era 18 january 1988
10 11
scon
scott H duvall is assistant curator of special collections harold B
university
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80

BYU

studies

novels
hs new york carlton press
anderson D raymond flight odthe
broughs
Kroug
ofthe
of the kroughs
1988

anderson glenn L

the

doomsday factor bountiful utah horizon

1988

por
anderson paris walting
waiting
scatlin company
waitingfor
tor
for the flash salt lake city scotlin

publications 1988

card orson scott saints new york tom doherty associates 1988
treason new york st martins press 1988
harker herbert hostage salt lake city bookcraft 1988
hughes dean cornbread
and prayer salt lake city deseret
cornbreadandprayer
book co
deseretbookco
1988

oil hofeling the merry go round salt lake city deseret
morris can
carroll
book co 1988
morris larry E the edge of the reservoir salt lake city signature
books 1988
moss robert H title of liberty A novel of
helaman and moroni salt
ofhelaman
lake city acme publishers 1988
nelson lee storm testament VI rockwell mapleton utah council
press 1988
peterson dorothy W choices salt lake city bookcraft 1988
powell beverly the thorn forest murray utah wordspinner
Wordspinner press
1988

shute wallace B terra nova independence mo herald publishing
house 1988
ofbeginning glendale
stienon elaine the light ofthe
odthe
of the morning A story of beginning
calif ensign publishing house 1988
yates alma J the inner storm salt lake city deseret book co
1988

weyland jack brenda at the prom salt lake city deseret book co
1988

yorgason blaine M and brenton G yorgason in search of steenie
bergman salt lake city deseret book co 1988
play

lauer robert frederick

210

digger

sunstone 12 november 1988

21 40

poetry

alien lynette K disciples at gennesaret
ailen
allen
Gennesaret ensign 18 july 1988 64
ailen wendy J A prayer new era 18 march 1988 67
allen
alien
allred randal W for bonnie dialogue 21 autumn 1988 11
andrus R blain fondest dream for bruce R mcconkie
BYU
studies 28 fall 1988 122
11
II 14 winter 1988 10
kite flying
hying exponent 1114

W
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ashworth kathryn R remembering the stop by a lake BYU studies
28 fall 1988 56
baker virginia E manifest BYU studies 27 summer 1987 217
barthel mildred everything Is ready 1I will call dadnew
dad new era 18
june 1988 5 11
11 14 winter 1988
11
II
bergeson joanne after drought exponent 1114
black dianna M hymn BYU studies 27 summer 1987 170
11 14 spring 1988
II
blanchard gay N marys love song exponent 1114
18

bobo laberta tap roots ensign 18 september 1988 7
brink carolyn manning As the smallest plant seeks sun ensign 18
december 1988 7
degrees of light ensign 18 july 1988 64
bullinger cara M going to grandmothers BYU studies 27 summer
1987

196

christensen C L

to a modem isaac

dialogue

21

summer 1988

127

christensen kirsten chosen new era 18 august 1988 52
likeness new era 18 august 1988 211
musings with a theology student on resurrection new era 18
august 1988 22
association jor
christmas robert A self portrait as brigham young associationfor
for
mormon letters 12 july 1988 2
clark
oark dennis marden christmas voices orem utah united order
dark
books 1988
tinder dry poems orem utah united order books 1988
clark
oark marden J august 6 dialogue 21 summer 1988 144
dark
cockrell evelyn dodge she listened ensign 18 march 1988 29
collings michael R bodies dialogue 21 spring 1988 11
II 14
cook helen mar graduation at the marriot center exponent 11
spring 1988 13
davies john fires BYU studies 27 summer 1987 138
davis juli the bottom line new era 18 july 1988 511
dean loren my dad new era 18 november 1988 34 35
douglas colin B adoni forsake me not sunstone 12 january 1988
33

adoni I1 have sinned sunstone 12 january 1988 33
dudley laurie warm autumn soup new era 18 october 1988 511
dwiggins paul from thirty thousand feet new era 18 august
1988

28

eastman rachel grandpa new era 18 august 1988 23
evans kathy heres the church dialogue 21 winter 1988 142
foote therese strength new era 18 august 1988 25
row
flow
how exponent 11II 14 winter 1988
fortney nicki lynn ebb tide and now
10

freckleton john M

mystic encounter

new era

january 1988

18

51

gaunt larene seasons ensign
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82

BYU

studies

1

grover swank E victoria
1988

failed friendship

dialogue

21

winter

102

hall randall L the bells of malvern

BYU

studies 27 spring 1987

66

gadfield elm chapel BYU studies 27 spring 1987 12
seeds of fire BYU studies 27 spring 1987 96
11 14 winter 1988
11
hamblin laura beyond starlings exponent 1114
the next weird sister attempts repentance sunstone 12 march
1988

14

harris john sterling excavation BYU studies 27 summer 1987 90
harris kristina just picked new era 18 august 1988 25
harris sarah M homecoming ensign 18 july 1988 65
hawkins lisa bolin fast sunday ensign 18 april 1988 23
from an english major teaching law BYU studies 27 summer
1987

10

11 14 spring 1988
exponent II
howe susan adam
12
adamexponent
hutchison kara frustration new era 18 august 1988 24
rejuvenation new era 18 august 1988 23
White
whitened
vhite
chite new era 18 august 1988 24
whitenew
king arthur henry before a journey BYU studies 27 spring 1987

106

Snowdrops at ditchley park BYU studies 27 spring 1987 118
snowdrops
larsen lance E passing the sacrament at eastgate nursing home
BYU studies fall 1987 54
larson clinton F the civil war poems BYU studies 28 fall 1988
57 102

selected poems ofclinton
of clinton F larson provo brigham young university 1988

liu timothy

bittersweet BYU studies 27 fall 1987 128
her body BYU studies 27 summer 1987 50
A zipper of haze orem utah united order books 1988
loertscher ardean T me
the recital new era 18 november 1988 511
51
loveless terry E A thought new era 18 february 1988 51
mccleve alyson seeing spots new era 18 july 1988 5 11
menssen debra lyn prelude new era 18 august 1988 28
miller
Nf
hiler
iller susan H trees in winter ensign 18 december 1988 7
moloney karen marguerite A B
read and B
bread
utter note sunstone 12
butter
january 1988 26
muhlestein jani sue constitution ben franklin BYU studies 27
summer 1987 218 19
11
munk margaret sonnet in a moment of truth exponent II
il 14 spring
1988

13

nethercot shelli L faces new era 18 august 1988 25
piano new era 18 august 1988 29
nolan nonee may daze new era 18 may 1988 511
orton sharise missionary rain new era 18 august 1988 26
partridge dixie imprint fragment from a childhood BYU studies 27
summer 1987
118
1987118
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peck steve

winton night walks

83
dialogue

summer 1988

21

155

rockwood kathie rampton prayer of a novice rebel dialogue 21
spring 1988 95
pruned dialogue 21 spring 1988 168
11
II 14 spring 1988 13
shell shocked exponent 1114
11
sons exponent 1114
II 14 spring 1988 13
to watch a daughter die dialogue 21 spring 1988 144 45
schow iris W eternal units of measure ensign 18 august 1988
53

seifert jean chapin coins ensign 18 august 1988 53
sharp loretta M handwork for the lady of tatters BYU studies 28
winter 1988 51 80
sillitoe melissa in a stone park sunstone 12 january 1988 7
walking in holladay utah sunstone 12 january 1988 7
slater susan stumbling blocks new era 18 february 1988 511
new era 18 august 1988
newera
stradley shawn dallas the lords supper gewera
27

stringham bruce martin 1 I saw you yesterday
1988

ensign 18 april

23

tanner anita navel dialogue 21 autumn 1988 172
tester gloria hughes family reunion dialogue 21 summer 1988
15

thayne emma lou

to my visiting teachers

ensign 18 march 1988

29
11 14 winter 1988
II
10
thayne megan syncopation exponent 1114
II 14 winter
thornton ruth bowen oak and pomegranate exponent 11
thomton

1988

10

todd karen the face of the deep before dawn
1987

BYU

studies 27 fall

122

tucker denise orchestrated emotion ensign

18

august 1988 53

walker jim burial service dialogue 21 autumn 1988 149
laie nights BYU studies 27 summer 1987 184
the oldest son leaves for nagoya dialogue 21 autumn 1988
150
11
II 14 winter 1988
westdyke dawn M bandelier escape exponent 1114

10

white philip seed BYU studies 27 fall 1987 38
11 14 spring 1988
II
whitley melinda duplex exponent 1114
II
wilcox val camenish prelude to slumber exponent 11
1988

12
14

winter

10

wright claris
unfilled
untitled
young mary

oceans of faces new era 18 august 1988 22
lyew
new era 18 august 1988 24
harvester elder kovila
dovila from kenya ensign 18 july

64
younkin E L man of oslo ensign 18 july 1988 64
zimmer eileene observations made in an adolescent boys bedroom
11
exponent 1114
II 14 spring 1988 12
1988
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84

BYU studies

stones
short stories
A

celebration of christmas A collection of stories poems essays and
traditions by favorite LDS authors salt lake city deseret book

co

1988

bates martin she who hath ears ensign 18 july 1988 66 67
bennion john A court of love sunstone 12 march 1988 30 38
A house of order dialogue 21 autumn 1988 129 48
crowe chris watching big brother new era 18 september 1988
36 39
1988 151 68
Bow hunter dialogue 21 winter 1988151
fillerup michael the bowhunter
bowhuntet
A game of inches sunstone 12 september 1988 23 28
furse nani lii S the first december new era 18 august 1988
46 50
king jill never give up new era 18 june 1988 36 39
larson greg the magic garden and other stories salt lake city
deseret book co 1988
miller rob hollis the moms are meeker than they were exponent
11
II 14 spring 1988 16
1114
mortensen pauline rat reunion summer BYU studies 28 fall 1988
19

26

nichols julie J
13

pennyroyal cohosh

rue sunstone

12 may 1988

16

1988 32 39
norris leslie A professional man BYU today 42 april 198832
48 511
roberts laird the gold medallion new era 18 march 1988
198848
russell mark A A saving tackle new era 18 november 1988

46 50

shelline stewart when the rains come down the river sunstone 12
january 1988 27 33
smurthwaite don crawford P jones Is more than okay new era 18
january 1988 44 50
spaeth janet A gift of peaches new era 18 july 1988 44 47
weyland jack A day like no other new era 18 october 1988
36 39

of brenda new era 18 february 1988 32 38
cedar street new era 18 may 1988 30 33
yates alma J the christmas call new era 18 december 1988
A portrait
A visit to

38
44
3844

the fight new era

18

april

1988

44 50

miscellaneous

bagley pat oh my heck A pretty great cartoon book salt lake city
signature books 1988
davidson karen lynn our latter day hymns the stories and the
messages salt lake city deseret book co 1988
fife austin E exploring western americana ann arbor mich UMI
research press 1988
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lewis joanna primarily speaking

85
LDS

clip art salt lake city

bookcraft 1988
wilson william A freeways parking lots and ice cream stands the
Nephites in contemporary society dialogue 21 autumn
three nephites
1988

13 26

bibliography
dennis ronald D welsh mormon writings from 1844 to 1862 a
historical bibliography provo religious studies center 1988
YU studies 28 summer
duvall scott H 1987 mormon bibliography BBYU
1988

81 106

england eugene A bibliography of works by and about lowell
bennion sunstone 12 july 1988 31 35
men
lii
iii
ill J platte river road narratives A descriptive
mattes merrill
menill
bibliography of travel over the great central overland route to
oregon california utah colorado montana and other western
states and territories 1812 1866 urbana university of illinois
press 1988
sherry thomas E joseph smiths translation of the bible A bibliography of publications 1847 1987 with collected copies of each
citation 3 vols provo T E sherry 1988
townley john M the trail west A bibliography index to western
american trails 1841 1869 reno nev jamison station press
1988
BIOGRAPHY 1987

addy george M christen jensen A reminiscence BYU today 41
december 1987 34 38
allen
alien mormon battalion soldier and pioneer tells
ailen elijah elijah ailen
allen
alien
allen
ailen pioneer 34 july
his own story edited by michael craig alien
august 1987 9 11
ailen james B trials of discipleship the story of william clayton a
allen
alien
mormon
monnon urbana university of illinois press 1987
nuiell creativity Is her antidote ensign
romriell
ailen virginia B marilyn Ro
allen
alien
17 december 1987 59 60
arrington leonard J and susan arrington madsen mothers of the
prophets salt lake city deseret book co 1987
bartschi D P lot smith mormon patriot idealist dedicated
fire brand pt 1 pioneer 34
destroyer colonizer paternalist firebrand
september october 21 23 24 pt 2 pioneer 34 november
19 211
De
1719
december
dember 16 17
bates irene M uncle john smith 1781 1854 patriarchal bridge
dialogue 20 fall 1987 79 89
bell james P john W welch taking the stand this people 8
february march 1987 48 50 61 63
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86

BYU

studies

benson ezra taft the teachings of ezra taft benson salt lake city
bookcraft 1987
bigelow suzzanne mother goes to cambridge A modem lament
dialogue 20 winter 1987 177 84
bishop M guy after sutters
suiters mill the life of henry bigler
1848 1900 dialogue 20 spring 1987 125 35
bogue lucile ina coolbriths secret mormon heritage californians
5 september october 1987 24 25
bringhurst newell G sam brannan restless pioneer and dreamer
californians september october 1987 18 19
sam Bran
brannann
nans 1851 hawaiian filibustering expedition A paradise
brannans
postponed californians 5 september october 1987 20 23
11 13 spring
caci carolyn beane morena on the move exponent II
1987

18 19

camilla her final years this people 8 november december 1987
58 64
5864
campbell mary alice lucy legg learning and teaching the healers
art ensign 17 june 1987 49 50
and idaho pioneer
campbell roald F L D wilson mormon polygamist andldaho
salt lake city howe brothers 1986
cannon ann edwards carol lynn pearson network 10 may 1987
20 23

cannon donald Q george Q cannon and the british mission BYU
studies 27 winter 1987 97 112
cazier bob dennis flake leaving life in the lords hands ensign
17

april 1987 67 68

christensen harold T memoirs of a marginal man reflections of a
mormon sociologist dialogue 20 fall 1987 115 28
cummings james devalson yellowstone trip in 1896 taken from the
journal of bishop james devalson cummings pt 1 pioneer 34
july august 1987 15 16 pt 2 pioneer 34 september october
1987

6

cummins irene paul theriault offering symbols of love ensign 17
january 1987 68 69
dawson janice P frederick vining fisher methodist apologist for
mormonism utah historical quarterly 55 fall 1987 359 69
de hart virginia M jim and mary morgan building a super
marriage ensign 17 february 1987 54 56
groopman
Groupman sharing love and the
decker delynn igor and vesna groupman
gospel through music ensign 17 june 1987 50 5 11
dennis ronald D dan jones welshman taking the gospel home
ensign 17 april 1987 50 56
the reverend W R davies vs captain dan jones BYU studies 27
spring 1987 53 65
dew sheri L ezra taft benson a biography salt lake city deseret
book co 1987
dewey richard lloyd rockwell A novel new york paramount books
1987
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87

dykes mervyn trevor beatson A policeman at the pulpit ensign 17
february 1987 58 59
elijah alien
ailen mormon battalion soldier and pioneer tells his own
allen
story pioneer 34 july august 1987 9 11
ellsworth S george samuel claridge pioneering the outposts ofzion
logan utah privately printed 1987
etulain richard W rodman wilson paul historical perspectives of an
adopted westerner pacific historical review 56 november
1987

526
44
52644

eyring henry B elder neal A maxwell pursuing A more excellent
way
ensign 17 january 1987 6 11
fairlie henry salt lake city diarist this Is the place new republic
196 2 march 1987 42
firmage edwin brown hugh B brown in his final years sunstone
1I11
1I november 1987
7 11
folkman nell no more strangers and foreigners dialogue 20
summer 1987 136 41
gardner marvin K horacio tulio insignares magnifying the
priesthood ensign 17 august 1987 26 29
gibbs M smith joe hill salt lake city privately printed 1987
gibson daryl david W allan out of this world this people 8 may
june 52 58
godfrey kenneth W charles W penrose the english mission years
BYU studies 27 winter 1987 113 25
grant bryan J david fewster sending a clear signal ensign 17
december 1987 58 59
hale val jason buck outlandish this people 8 february march
52 59
hales david A
1987

there goes matilda millard county midwife and

nurse utah historical quarterly 55 summer 1987 278 93
hamilton norman R accused R craig smith the spy left out in the
cold bountiful utah horizon publishers 1987
harris mary M me
the jets jet set this people 8 february march 1987
34 38
hickman martin berkeley david M kennedy

banker statesman

churchman salt lake city deseret book co 1987
houser dave G rodney H brady president and CEO bonneville
sy 16 december 1987 50 56
international corporation sky
hull marilyn nash ellis tolman A scout for all seasons ensign 17
61
december 1987 60 61
hulse james W W A clark
oark and the las vegas connection montana
dark
the magazine of western history 37 winter 1987 48 55
james rhett stephens the painter A western odyssey denver western
profiles publishing co 1987
jean rio baker pearce in an enduring legacy 193 240
10 vols salt
240.10
24010
lake city utah printing company 1987
jolley clifton H maggie smith shoots on over dialogue 20 winter
1987 168
1987168
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88

BYU

studies

jones gracia N emmas glory and sacrifice A testimony hurricane
utah homestead publishing 1987
kenney scott G memories and reflections the autobiography ofe E
ericksen salt lake city signature books 1987
kimball stanley B ed on the potters wheel the diaries of
heber C
ofheber
kimball salt lake city signature books 1987
kramer C marie osmond starting over mccalls 114 april 1987
14 16

lange thomas V huntington library quarterly 50 winter 1987
90 91

larsen nanette hung wo loi finding truth on the china macau
49
border ensign 17 june 1987 48
489
lee george P silent courage an indian story the autobiography
of george P lee A navajo salt lake city deseret book co
1987

gregory J newell united states ambassador
to sweden the
tle art of family life ensign 17 october 1987
ile

lubeck kathleen
34 39

mcgraw robert dorothy varney seasons of success ensign 17
february 1987 60 61
cormons
mcpherson robert S cavajos
Mormons and henry L mitchell
navajos
jos mormons
Nava
Caul
dron of conflict on the san juan utah historical quarterly 55
cauldren
cauldron
winter 1987 50 65
madsen carol cornwall in memoriam sunstone I111I1 july 1987
48

mattes merrill J platte river road narratives A descriptive bibliography of travel over the great central route to oregon
utah
urbana university of illinois 1987
morris larry stephen studdert A friend in high places this people

april 1987 28 34
newbold gail steven V white from the ground up this people
8

may june 1987 46 50
peterson janet janice hanson A mountain to climb this people

april 1987 56 60
pratt david H oh brother joseph

BYU

8
8

studies 27 winter 1987

127 31

pulsipher ernest A few personal glimpses of juanita brooks utah
historical quarterly 55 summer 1987 268 77
quinn cydney P admiral paul yost at the helm this people 8 april
1987 62
198762

68

ramsden gayanne richard L gunn helping students see ensign
17 august 1987 48
49
19
4819
ridge martin joseph smith brigham young and a religious tradition reviews in american history 14 march 1986
25 33

rodriguez derin head flora amussen benson handmaiden of the
lord helpmeet of a prophet mother in zion ensign 17 march
14 20
1987
198714
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89

sayers robert sing anything the narrative repertoire of a mormon
pioneer peter mcbride journal orthe
of the southwest 29 spring 1987
41 79
schrems suzanne H teaching school on the western frontier an
acceptable occupation for nineteenth century women montana
37 summer 1987 54 63
schwarz K robert miriam fried violin
mion high fidelity 38 16 may
vlon
vion
1986

searle don L chaplain claude newby faith Is his field gear ensign
17 june 1987 36 39
miriam giron still a missionary in guatemala ensign 17 february 1987 59 60
seifrit william C charles henry wilcken an undervalued saint utah
historical quarterly 55 fall 1987 308 21
shelton ken johnny miller what ever happened to
this people
8 may june 1987 20 27
and journals
smith joseph an american prophets record the diaries andjournals
yoseph smith edited by scott H Fa
uhing salt lake city signafaulring
joseph
of ofjoseph
ture books 1987
swenson paul levi peterson piling on the paradoxes in an existential
parfait utah holiday 16 may 1987 35
41 42
35412
tano ed leta keith weaving a life of commitment ensign 17
66 68
january 1987 6668
tate lucile C david B haight the life story of a disciple salt lake
city bookcraft 1987
A time to laugh ecclesiastes 34 A briggs family collection salt
lake city family library guild 1987
turner judd bruce hurst life in the strike zone this people 8
november december 1987 48 57
greg kite on the bench in boston this people 8 april 1987
44 55
ulrich laurel thatcher family scriptures dialogue 20 summer
1987 119
1987119

27

van wagoner richard S and mary van wagoner arthur pratt utah
lawman utah historical quarterly 55 winter 1987 22 35
waldrop heidi A ann sward hansen service Is her roe
roie ensign 17
role
april 1987 66 67
paul yost the admirals anchor Is the gospel ensign 17 august

478
welch jack the timelessness of hugh nibley
1987 38
42
382
1987

47 48

this people

8

april

westwood jean M richard dallin westwood sheriff and ferryman of
early grand county utah historical quarterly 55 winter 1987
66 86

whittaker david J
1987

Herefordshire
harvest in herefordshire

ensign

17

january

46 51

woolley athelia T art to edify the work of avard T fairbanks
ensign 17 september 1987 34 38
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90

BYU

studies

BIOGRAPHY 1988

kin with love reid hoggan
joquekin
Hogganl this
alder elaine reiser to Joque
people 9 winter 1988 44 47
Morri sites
anderson C leroy joseph morris and the saga of the morrisites
logan utah state university press 1988
barlow norman J the school and the people the higher education

philosophy of dr john A widtsoe
Widt soe edd diss university of
southern california 1987
beecher maureen ursenbach the life and times of one relief society
president dialogue 21 winter 1988 75 83
beeton beverly 1 I am an american woman charlotte ives godbe
kirby journal of the west 27 april 1988 13 19
bellus ronald J mecham silence cannot be misquoted phoenix
laurents printing and services 1988
Cow
benedict K C A utah cowmans
mans legacy J A scorup true west 35
bowmans
december 1988 48 51
today42
42 november 1988
benson lee and they came to pass BYU today
44 48
and they came to pass salt lake city deseret book co 1988
bergman ray L dear santa francis and alice probst this people 9
winter 1988 48 50
boyd theo E jesse ward and the call at evening saints heritage
A journal of the restoration trail foundation 1988 62 72
mormons distance runners runners world23
brant john Stormin cormons
world 23
may 1988
70 72
198870
mormons
St ormin cormons
Mormons this people 9 fall 1988 48 52
britsch ralph A alice louise reynolds A reminiscence BYU today
41
42 september 1988 39
391
cannon ann edwards fish bowl fathers this people 9 summer
1988 56 60
carpenter K relief from what dialogue 21 winter 1988 90 96
clements louis J conley watts changes basketball snake river
echoes 17 1988 7 8
coman carolyn and judy dater body and soul boston hill and co
1988

adoor the enchanted life of margaret masters utah
crockett Cell
celladoor
48
holiday 17 july 1988 18 21
2148
cumming john wingfield watson the loyal disciple of james J
strang restoration 7 april 1988 13 17
day kimberly frederick kesler utah craftsman utah historical
quarterly 56 winter 1988 55 74
dean suzanne the man who would change america jim mayfield
this people 9 fall 1988 58 65
devitry smith john william james barratt the first mormon down
under BYU studies 28 summer 1988 53 66
england eugene the achievement of lowell bennion sunstone 12
july 1988 24 30
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91

firmage edwin B an abundant life the memoirs of hugh B brown
salt lake city signature books 1988
21 summer 1988
ed hugh B brown the early years dialogue 11
17 28

firmage mary brown dear sister zina
dear brother hugh
dialogue 21 summer 1988 29 50
francesca vincenzo di 1 I will not bum the bookv
booke
book ensign 18 january
1988

18 21

gibbons francis witford
wilford woodruff wondrous worker prophet of god
salt lake city deseret book co 1988
gleason holly short sharp talented rolling stone 53
5388 3 november
38
graff leo W the senatorial career of fred T dubois of idaho
1890 1907 new york garland publishing 1988
clark
today
byutoday
hafen bruce C J reuben oark
dark the man and the message BYU
42 september 1988 2 3
copin for riches this people 9
hale val buckin for bucks ropin
summer 198842
1988 42 48
sean and steve covey plugging into personal power this people
9 fall 1988 54 57
hans jorgensen family histories compiled by geneva frost gilbert
ap
np 1988
Henrich sens provo
henrichsen kirk pioneer pottery of utah and E C henrichsens
pottery co utah historical quarterly 56 fall 1988 360 95
and the mormon frontier salt lake
hilton hope A wild
bill hickman andthe
wildbill
city signature books 1988
hoch dean and nancy hoch don aslett don juan of the john this
people 9 spring 1988 52 58
hogan mervin B joseph smiths embracement 0of freemasonry salt
lake city M B hogan 1988
holbrook raymond brimhall the tall pine tree the life and work of
george H brimhall ap
np 1988
howard F burtonmarion
burton mareon
marlon
marion G romney his life and faith saltlake
salt lake city
bookcraft 1988
inside adam swapp utah holiday 18 october 1988 31 4047
avem ed the hofmann
jackson ronald vem
hopmann diaries salt lake city accelerated indexing systems 1988
jenkins sammy S mecham arizonas
Ari
zonas fighting governor albuquerque
arizonasfighting
arl
all states publishing 1988
jessee dean C and david J whittaker the last months of Monnon
Mormonism
ism
in missouri the albert perry rockwood journal BYU studies 28
winter 1988 5 41
johnson marian ashby minervas
Minervas calling dialogue 21 spring 1988
minervah
127
43
1273
jolley joann bert and amandas hawaiian brand of love ensign 18
october 1988 56 59
jones garth N who came in second dialogue 21 summer 1988
149 54
1988

31047
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92

kennington forrest W the first teacher in star valley annie
kennington snake river echoes 17 1988 211
killian venece fullmer charles M fullmer snake river echoes 17
1988

23

kimball camilla eyring the writings of camilla eyring kimball salt
lake city deseret book co 1988
larson carl V mormon battalion vignettes thomas woolsey
an original traveling elder pioneer 35 january february 1988
19

III
launius roger D joseph smith 111
lii pragmatic prophet urbana university of illinois press 1988
lee harold B the prophet changed my life salt lake city bookcraft
1988

mcdonough gerald M the bogles
hogles salt lake city mcmurrin
henriksen book 1988
verse saintsheritage
Mc Kieman F mark david H smiths versesaints
Saints heritage 1988
32 43
marion G romney all Is holy where this man kneels
ensign 18
july 1988 72 78
polson go toward the light
oyler chris with laurie becklund and beth poison
new york harper and row 1988
parks gordon what became of the prophets of
I 1I spring
rage line
ofragezj
life 111

1988 32
pearson J raynal dobson family history ap
np joseph dobson family
organization 1988
petersen lamar my garden of eden utah historical quarterly 56
summer 1988 236 499
peterson esther eggertsen roots and wings BYU studies 28 fall
1988 5 17
19885
peterson F ross and mary kay the road to dialogue A continuing
quest dialogue 21 spring 1988 13 18
peterson levi S A christian by yearning sunstone 12 september
1988 19 22

2369

juanita brooks mormon woman historian salt lake city university of utah press 1988
phair kendra kasl A champion again diane E
mgsonnew
new era 18
ellingson
november 1988 20 25
porter larry and susan easton black the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph essays on the
joseph smith salt lake city deseret book co
life and mission of ofjoseph
1988

pratt david N joseph smith americas son ofperdition
of perdition unity maine
privately printed 1988
pratte alf professor fun alma heaton
utah holiday 17 april
1988 20 21
president marion G romney new era 18 july 1988 12 13
zion new york vantage press 1988
ridgell R twelve daughters of
ofzion
rock brad jeff chatman laid back BYU today 42 april 1988
28 3044 47

30447
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roy denny

kim ho jik korean pioneer

93
ensign

18

july 1988

18 23

rye ann barnwell
weli
weil
Bam well

frederick harwood and henderson state
A history
masters thesis university of

teachers college
oklahoma 1987
sandberg karl modes of belief david whitmer B H roberts and
wemer heisenberg sunstone 12 september 1988 10 18
sandholtz kurt the jazz man BYU today 42 november 1988
20 2742 43
schulthess dave clarence robison the gentle giant BYU today 42
june 1988 4448
44 48
seadie
searie
searle don L ricardo perez making the most of gospel blessings
ensign 18 march 1988 33 35
seegmiller janet burton be kind to the poor the life story ofrobert
of robert
taylor burton salt lake city robert taylor burton family organization 1988

seesler dawn the clarks
darks rainbow coalition mary beth and scott
clark utah holiday 17 june 1988 22 28
oark
dark
shaffer donald R the hiram clark
oark home nauvoo restoration trail
dark
forum 14 march 1988 6 8
Sherbume john P through indian country to california john P
sherburne
Sher
sherburnes
burnes diary of the whipple expedition 1853 1854 edited by
mary mcdougall gordon stanford calif
calil stanford university
press
tress 1988
simon jerald F thomas bullock A man doing his duty masters
thesis brigham young university 1988
smith judy baker alice cleora judd baker snake river echoes 17
1988

15 16

ne

solomon dorothy the father of Us all dean belnap utah holiday
17 june 1988 11 12
sonne conway B A man named alma the world of alma sonne
bountiful utah horizon publishers 1988
sorensen peter J laughter Is adequate medicine sunstone 12
november 1988 43
stokes catherine plenty good room in relief society dialogue 21
winter 1988 84 90
St
stometta
stonetta
ometta marcia flanders mothers and daughters parting dialogue
21 spring 1988 163 67
suas
buas eminencias como vivem
outras religioes
cideres de boutras
vikem os lideres
religious na
cidade veja
aeja em sao paulo 19 october 1988 34 36
grace dialogue 21 winter
swenson sharon lee the amazement of
ofgrace
1988 96 101
thayer conlu
donlu dewitt respite for a heretic jesus christ and the
language of desire sunstone 12 july 1988 14 23
three mormon classics reprints of wilford woodruff leavesfirom
leaves prom
from my
journal george Q cannon my first mission and james A little
jacob hamblin compiled by preston nibley salt lake city
bookcraft 1988
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94
jay M edwardj
faith
falth personified
edward J wood
toddjay
todd
woodfaith
ToddJay

ensign 18 septem-

ber 1988 50 56
42
3642
turner judd goal seoul this people 9 spring 1988 36
its a long way from talladega this people 9 summer 1988
32 35
van noord roger king of beaver island the life and assassination of
james jesse strang
strong urbana university of illinois press 1988
van wagoner richard S and mary C van wagoner orson pratt jr
gifted son of an apostle and an apostate dialogue 21 spring
1988 84 94
walker ronald W brigham young on the social order BYU studies
summer
umrner 1988 37 52
28 umaner
whatever happened to eldridge cleaver ebony 43 march 1988
66 68
williams brooke king of winter alf engen this people 9 winter
1988 52 55
willis elizabeth voice in the wilderness the diaries of patty
1011 january march 1988
sessions journal ofamerican
of american folklore 10
37
47
3747
young margaret blair doing huebener dialogue 21 winter 1988
127 32

zaugg terri

A journey with doubt

dialogue

21

spring 1988

156 61

contemporary
falling from
the faith causes and consequences of religious apostasy edited
by david G bromley newbury park calif sage publications

albrecht

S L

M cornwall and P H cunningham

1988

cormons
Mormons murders and AIDS hawthorne calif
anderson darr mormons
Devila
dog B and co 1988
deviladog
anderson lavina fielding A voice from the past the benson instruc103 13
tions for parents dialogue 21 winter 1988
1988103
sanpete
pete utah holiday 17 july 1988
antrei albert summer in San
22

2449

ashton clifford L the federal judiciary in utah salt lake city C L
ashton and the utah bar foundation 1988
awaiting the resurrection christian century 105 17 february 1988
160 61
baer hans A recreating utopia in the desert A sectarian challenge to
modern mormonism albany NY suny press 1988
baker J N utah we are going into battle police siege of polygamist
I1 1I 1 I february 1988
singer family in marion utah newsweek 1I1111
29
om the book collecbarker nicolas A scandal in america reprinted from
np privately printed 1988
tor ap
behrend T E report from indonesia sunstone 12 july 1988 39

illi
iiii
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95

benson ezra taft to the single adult brethren of the church an
address salt lake city church of jesus christ of latter day saints
1988
to the single adult sisters odthe
of the church
ofthe

an address salt lake city

church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1988
betts margaret ernestine A comparison of cognitive ability and
religious knowledge in LDS Non
nondelinquent
delinquent and delinquent
students phd diss brigham young university 1987
bly david hope in a tom land this people 9 summer 1988
28 31

cormons christians extension 82
brankin father patrick are mormons
march april 1988
burgess allan K teens temple marriage and eternity salt lake city
deseret book co 1988
callister richard scott A study of the LDS church educational
systems annual symposium edd diss brigham young university 1987

carrieres joseph T mormon controversies A balanced approach
phoenix sideris press 1988
intellect chals inquisigulab reflections on intellec
chandler neal C zions gulag
tion and the consolation of philosophy sunstone 12 july 1988
8 13

cherry alan silent songs weve never heard this people 9 summer
1988

24 27

chidester david the
ne limits of religious practice in patterns
of power 226 28 englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1988
church of jesus christ of latter day saints oakland california stake
oakland california stake 196th stake conference sunday general
session september 18 1988 oakland oakland california stake
1988

cooper kim church discipline the dichotomy between free exercise
and the right to privacy paper submitted to comparative church
and state seminar law 696r J reuben clark
oark law school brigham
dark
young university winter 1988
Kays
ville Is righteousness color
kaysville
copeland lee from calcutta to waysville
coded dialogue 21 autumn 1988 89 99
cornwall marie differences sunstone 12 january 1988 34 35
individualism and the challenge of community sunstone 12
september 1988 38 40
critics of mormon religion question revelation that gave blacks
more rights jet 74 27 june 1988 36
day terence L A parents guide sex education or erotophobia
sunstone 12 march 1988 8 14
demilio john mormon polygamy in intimate matters edited by
john demilio and estelle B freedman 112 13
13 8 new
ilg 20
116
13116
20138
york harper and row 1988
derr C brooklyn messages from two cultures mormon leaders in
1985
france 195dialogue
195 dialogue 21 summer 1988 98 111
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elbert mary L the influence of religiosity religious affiliation and
the parent child relationship on premarital sexual permissiveness
masters thesis brigham young university 1988
england eugene on saving the constitution or why some utah
mormons should become democrats sunstone 12 may 1988
cormons
22 30
fallows J M the world beyond salt lake city work of american
missionaries US news and world report 104 2 may 1988 67
feliz antonio A out of the bishops closet A call to heal ourselves
each other and our world san francisco aurora press 1988

fogg brian vegetarianism my celebration of abundance sunstone
12 november 1988 9
zonas holy war newsweek 11I 11I 1 1I february 1988
foote jennifer Ari
arizonas
28

goates delbert D from playpens
Play pens to proving grounds salt lake city
bookcraft 1988
heinerman john the mormon corporate empire the eye opening
report on the church audits political andfinancialagenda
and financial agenda boston
beacon press 1988
hicks michael the possessed sunstone 12 september 1988 35 36
hill james M and richard L popp toward A mormon cuisine A
lighthearted
light hearted inquiry into the cultural significance of food
sunstone 12 may 1988 33 35
holland jeffrey R A school in zion thoughts on the mission and
purpose of brigham young university provo brigham young
university 1988
holt ronald L beneath these red cliffs the utah paiutes and
paternalistic dependency phd diss university of utah 1987
hooper douglas A and J lynn england single females in rural
energy impacted counties the effects of rapid growth and a male
marriage market squeeze rural sociology 53 spring 1988
87 95

leam
howard richard P why were scholars misled what can we learn
from this
wis dialogue 21 summer 1988 146 48
nis
humphrey theodore C and lin T humphrey we gather together
food and festival in american life ann arbor mich university
microfilms international 1988
israels mormon college christian century 105 20 july 1988 666
jenkins cam
carrl P very japanese BYU today 42 november 1988
carri

2939 41
jenkins tom benson took on another mormon editor
28

121 23

april 1988

& publisher

133 34

jensen jay E the effect of initial mission field training on missionary
proselyting skills edd diss brigham young university 1988
jensen K C deductability
Deduct ability of payments to mormon missionaries
deductibility
paper submitted to advanced legal writing seminar law 604
J reuben clark
mark
dark law school brigham young university fall
1988
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jensen richard J freedom of expression the mormons
cormons for ERA free
speech yearbook 1988 1 13
johnson barry L james T duke susan eberley and deborah hunt
sartain wives employment status and marital happiness of
religious research 29 march 1988
religious couples review of ofreligious
259 70
monnon
jolley terry V church education system book of mormon
student competencies masters thesis brigham young university 1988

jones garth
1988

if only it were that simple sunstone

12

november

7 8

jones michael owen michael dane moore and richard christopher
snyder eds inside organization understanding the human dimension newbury park calif sage publications 1988
judd daniel K ronald D bingham and richard N williams agentive
theory as therapy an outcome study association of mormon
Coun sellors and psychotherapists journal 14 1988 37 54
counsellors
kelen leslie G and sandra T fuller eds the other utahns
utahna A photographic portfolio salt lake city university of utah press 1988
kerr rolfe one mans conviction this people 9 spring 1988
30 31

kershaw ronald G AIDS leprosy and disease the christian
response sunstone 12 may 1988 6 7
41
knowlton david hidden saints sunstone 12 july 1988 40
4041
the mystery of conversion sunstone 12 march 1988 39 40
Singer Swapp siege revelation or retaliation
kraut ogden the singerswapp
sunstone 12 november 1988 10 17
lake david taylor me
the effects of self evaluation and teacher
evaluation on missionary trainees phd diss brigham young
university 1987
lawrence M student and parental rights in education the hatch
44
amendment vital speeches of the day 54 15 june 1988 539
53944
lee robert W when democrats say that we spend too little for
welfare conservative digest 14 july 1988 103 10
lee thomas R N jean kobayashi and gerald R adams family
influences on adolescent development in non problematic LDS
1988 15 29
families AMCAP journal 14
141988
Le
mes
foret pierre ce mormon heureuxr5gne
deforet
heureux ragne sur ses quatre Fern
femmes
leforet
figaro magazine 16 april 1988 106 11
lewis robert E mark W fraser and peter J pecora religiosity among
indochinese refugees in utah journal for the scientific study of
religion 27 june 1988 272 83
linden E the return of the patriarch family of polygamist john singer
in standoff with police time 131 1 february 1988 21
lindsey robert A gathering of saints A true story of money murder
and deceit new york simon and schuster 1988
mcallister jeanie the miracle makers this people 9 winter 1988
32 39
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mcconkie oscar walter how to reduce malpractice exposure
journal of collegium aesculapium
aesculapius winter 1988 12 15
maceoin gary US based sects in latin america witness 67 may
1984

12 14

mcgavin brian C business ethics along the wasatch front sunstone
september 1988 7
mallamo paul douglas sonia johnson and my journey with dissent
sunstone 12 september 1988 8 9
monaghan peter northwest nazarene fires coach citing his
religion chronicle of higher education 35 16 november 1988
12

a38

mormons
cormons
49
Mormons grow christian century 105 4 may 1988 448
4489
murdock tom social dancing alive and growing at BYU dancing
USA 6 august september 1988 4 5
naifeh steven W the mormon murders A true story ofgreed
of greed forgery
deceit and death new york weidenfeld and nicolson 1988
nelson ronda L A study of preventive health education as an intervention in child sexual abuse masters thesis university of utah
1987

nielsen T john an analysis of the brain dominance profiles of
selected LDS seminary teachers and students in the salt lake
south area of the CES in 1987 edd diss brigham young
university 1988
obanion joy A the convert as a social type A critical assessment
of the snow machalek conversion typology as applied to british
mormon converts masters thesis brigham young university
1988

osborn paul gardiner the test of english as a foreign language
sample test as a measure of adolescent language ability masters
thesis brigham young university 1988
pagan eduardo razing arizona the clash in the church over evan
mecham sunstone 12 march 1988 15 211
pearson carol lynn one on the seesaw the ups and downs oka
of a single
ofa
parent family new york random house 1988
peck elbert eugene to talk of all thy truths sunstone 12 november 1988 6
peterson colleen margaret couple cohesion differences between
clinical mormon couples masters thesis
nonclinical
clinical and non
brigham young university 1988
peterson gary and lowell bennion sanpete scenes A guide to utahs
heart eureka utah basin plateau press 1988
pittman joe F and sally A lloyd quality of family life social
marriage and the family 50 februsupport and stress journal of ofmarriage
ary 1988 53 67
quiring john mormon christianity A critical appreciation dialogue
21 autumn 1988 151 57
rees robert A every soul has its south africa sunstone 12 november 1988 18 20
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rendell kenneth W

99

latter day taints the mark hofmann case

manuscripts 40 winter 1988 5 14
rogers annette sorensen who Is my brother this people 9 winter
1988 26 30
198826
scadron arlene on their own widows and widowhood in the american
southwest 1848 1939 urbana university of illinois press 1988
schumacher mary catherine and ken R smith diabetes in utah among
adults interaction between diabetes and other risk factors for
Macro vascular complications american jourMicrovascular and macrovascular
microvascular
1201
nal of public health 78 september 1988 1195 1201
shelton ken presents of mind this people 9 spring 1988 28 35
shootout sentences christian century 105 28 septemberl988 834
sillitoe linda and alien
ailen D roberts pt 1 salamander the story of the
allen
mormon
monnon forgery murders utah holiday 17 february 1988
22 3759
37 59
pt 2 salamander this case Is made in the shade utah holiday
17 march 1988 34 46
salamander story of the mormon forgery murders salt lake city
signature books 1988
swinton heidi without regard for race this people 9 summer

ito

1988 18
198818

23

taylor jeanine issues of fertility in utah salt lake city utah state
office of planning and budget 1988
thomas darwin L ed the religion and family connection social
science perspectives provo religious studies center brigham
young university 1988
timmins david growing pains in mexico sunstone 12 november
1988
44 45
198844
toscano paul beyond tyranny beyond arrogance dialogue 21
spring 1988 58 68
vernon julia S the tie that binds liberty 84 january february
vemon
2 3
cormons
Mormons genetic legacy university of utah
waldholz michael the mormons
study shows heredity key factor in colon cancer saturday evening
post 260 november 1988 52 54
ward maureen leaving them out this people 9 spring 1988
20 26
mormons are this people 9 spring 1988 32 33
where the cormons
white george lovelle jr evaluation of suicidal risk factors in
Suburban Urban utah teenagers phd diss university of utah
suburbanurban
1988

1987
S
shedding new light on mormon beliefs christian
whitehurst james hedding
century 5 october 1988 860 61
widmar siegfried letter to houston chronicle in response to their
lebaron story el paso tex S J widmar 1988
wilkins R rising star at the twirling tomato L lofquists mission to
cormons at roy bible church utah christianity today 32
the mormons
21 october 1988 12 13
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winski joe musics bitter refrain
1988

advertising age 49 7 november

38

wamer steel busting in the west USX corporation
woodworth warner
social policy 18 winter 1988 53 56
world conference christian century 105 18 may 1988 498
worster donald interview expanding our moral vision beyond the
human community sunstone 12 september 1988 30 34
wright randal A families in danger protecting your family in an X
rated world salt lake city deseret book co 1988
zindler frank R how do you lose a steel mill american atheist
31 january 1988.
27 3 11
1988
DOCTRINAL

alexander thomas G new testament christianity and the book of
mormon sunstone 12 july 1988 6 7
anderson richard lloyd the first presidency of the early church
their lives and epistles ensign 18 august 1988 16 21
asay carlos E the companionship of the holy ghost ensign 18

april 1988

14 17

bailey david H scientific foundations of mormon theology
dialogue 21 summer 1988 61 80
ballard M russell keep the commandments beginning right
now brigham young university devotional and fireside speeches
1987 88 1 10 provo university publications 1988
of god ensign 18
wordof
book of mormon Is the word
Ezra Taft the bookoff
bookof
hordof
benson ezrataft
january 1988 2 5
in his steps ensign 18 september 1988 2 6
jesus christ gifts and expectations ensign 18 december 1988
2 6
the law of chastity brigham young university devotional and
88 49 54 provo university publications
fireside speeches 1987 8849
1988

of ezra taft benson salt lake city bookcraft
the teachings ofezra

anda
A witness
WarningAA modern day prophet testifies
warninga
warnings
and a warning
witnessanda

1988

of the book
ofthebook

of mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1988
brown S kent whither the early church ensign 18 october 1988
6 10
burton theodore M the meaning of repentance ensign 18 august
1988

6 9

charles melodie moench the need for a new mormon heaven
dialogue 21 autumn 1988 73 87
cheesman paul R ed the book ofmormon
of mormon the keystone scripture salt
lake city bookcraft 1988
christenson alien
ailen J chiasmus in mayan texts ensign 18 october
allen
1988

28 31
cook gene R the
4 7
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nephites
hites american fork utah
curtis delbert W the land of the Nep
privately printed 1988

elliott dorice williams cultural dogmas vs universal truths
sunstone 12 may 1988 31 32
fischer wilford A and norma J fischer A book of mormon guide A
np 1988
simple way to teach a friend ap
fletcher lyle L pronouns of address in the book of mormon masters
thesis brigham young university 1988
frerichs ernest S the bible and bibles in america atlanta scholars
press 1988

gileadi avraham the book ofisaiah
of isaiah a new translation with interpretive keysfrom
keys from the book ofmormon
of mormon salt lake city deseret book co
1988
griggs C wilfred the tree of life in ancient cultures ensign 18
june 1988 26 311
gustavson mark S scriptural horror and the divine will
wi dialogue 21
spring 1988 70 83
hager daryle the good news combined concordance of the inspired
version and the king james version new testaments valley center
kans privately printed 1988
the good news concordance of the book of mormon and doctrine
and covenants valley center kans privately printed 1988
haight david B remembering the saviors atonement ensign 18
april 1988 6 13

the streams of your life brigham young university devo-

tional and fireside speeches 1987 88 55 63 provo university
publications 1988
preexistence
harrell charles R the development of the doctrine of Pre
existence
BYU studies 28 spring 1988 75 96
1830 11844
s44byu
hauck F richard deciphering the geography of the book of mormon

salt lake city deseret book co 1988
hinckley gordon bitner the father son and holy ghost salt lake
city bookcraft 1988
III
lii
hobby michael A geologist looks at catastrophism part 111
Zarah emla quarterly 2 january 1988 15 33
zarahemla
gulfofuraba
guif
of uraba
araba colombia the place where the sea divides the
the gulf
Zarah emla quarterly 2 july 1988 22 27
land zarahemla
emla quarterly 2 january 1988
zarahemla
kite connection Zarah
mulekite
the Mule

346

34 4 6

mystery of the frozen mammoths
Mammoths zarahemla
Zarah emla quarterly 2 april

1988

23 29

hobby michael and troy smith A model for nephite geography
Zareh emla quarterly 2 january 1988 4 14
zarehemla
Zarah emla quarterly
quarterly112 july 1988
the narrow necks of panama zarahemla
4 21

holland jeffrey R of souls symbols and sacraments brigham
young university devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88
73 85 provo university publications 1988
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hutchinson anthony A A mormon midrash LDS creation narratives
reconsidered dialogue 21 winter 1988 11 74
jackson kent P ed alma 30 to moroni studies in scripture 8 salt lake
city deseret book co 1988
jones morley since long long ago murray utah privately printed
1988

ludlow daniel H ed latter day prophets speak selectionsfrom
selections from the
sermons and writings of the presidents of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ
of latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft 1988
mcconkie joseph fielding prophets and prophecy salt lake city
bookcraft 1988
mcconkie joseph fielding and robert L millet doctrinal commentary
on the book of mormon vol 22. jacob through mosiah salt lake
city bookcraft 1988
mcdannell colleen and bernhard lang heaven A history new haven
conn yale university press 1988
meservy keith jerusalem at the time of
oflehi
lehl and jeremiah ensign 18
lehi
january 1988 22 25
millet robert L the plates of brass a witness of christ ensign 18
january 1988 26 29
millet robert L and joseph fielding mcconkie in his holy name salt
lake city bookcraft 1988
monson thomas S can there any good thing come out of
nazareth ensign 18 october 1988 2 5
moody raymond A the light beyond new york bantam books
1988

mulholland david H A reading guide to the doctrine and covenants
salt lake city deseret book co 1988
nelson lee beyond the veil orem utah cedar fort 1988
nelson russell M the magnificence of man ensign 18 january
1988 64 69
198864
new developments in book of mormon research ensign 18 february
1988

12 17

nibley hugh an approach to the book of mormon salt lake city
deseret book co 1988
last call sunstone 12 january 1988 14 25
the desert the world ofthe
Jared ites reprint salt lake city
lehi in thedesert
odthe
of the jaredites
deseret book co 1988
norman keith adams navel dialogue 21 summer 1988 81 97
nyman monte S the book of mormon first nephi the doctrinal
foundation salt lake city bookcraft 1988
oaks dallin H free agency and freedom brigham young university
37 48 provo univerdevotional and fireside speeches 1987 88
8837
sity publications 1988

pace george W our search to know the lord salt lake city deseret
book co 1988
peck david D mormonism and eastern mysticism dialogue 21
summer 1988 113 26
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perry L tom truth and liberty brigham young university devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 27 36 provo university
publications 1988
peterson daniel C and stephen D ricks comparing LDS beliefs with
first century christianity ensign 18 march 1988 6 11
Fore
foreshadowing
the latter day
read lenet hadley elijah and elisha shadowing
work ensign 18 march 1988 24 28
allen
alien the modern mormon dilemma an answer to
richardson ailen
the fundamentalist dilemma Bluff
dale utah star of truth
bluffdale
1988

riddle chauncey C what a privilege to believe
1988

sunstone 12 may

8 11

rogers thomas F the gospel of john as literature

BYU

studies 28

summer 1988 67 80
rudd glen L keeping the gospel simple brigham young university
devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 97 106 provo
university publications 1988
rust richard dilworth I know your doing the book of mormon
speaks to our times ensign 18 december 1988 14 19
scharffs gilbert W unique insights on christ from the book of
mormon ensign 18 december 1988 8 12
shields steven L latter day saint churches and their beliefs independence mo herald publishing house 1988
smith joseph lectures on faith seven lectures used in the school of
prophets at kirtland independence mo price publishing company 1988
pany1988
sorensen michele R the
tourney beyondlife
beyond life volume one orem utah
journey
thejourney
family affair 1988
thompson john E capital punishment and blood atonement the
development of a mormon idea restoration the journal oflatter
of latter
day saint history 17 january 1988 5 13
top brent L the life before salt lake city bookcraft 1988
toscano margaret beyond matriarchy beyond patriarchy dialogue
21 spring 1988 32 57
watson elden J the creation story in fun and games salt lake city
watson publishing 1988
welch john W study faith and the book of mormon BYU today 42
september 1988 18 24
study faith and the book of mormon brigham young university
devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 139 50 provo
university publications 1988
whiting gary R the book ofmormon
of the major
of mormon Is christian A study odthe
ofthe
christian doctrines comparing the bible and book of mormon
wichita kans zions outpost 1988
zobell stephen dane me
the book of mormon and healing AMCAP
journal 14 1988 31 36
1
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historical
alexander thomas G the forest service and the LDS church in the mid
twentieth century utah national forests as a test case ogden
utah weber state college press 1988
the rise of multiple use management in the intermountain west A
history of region 4 of the forest service washington DC US
dept of agriculture forest service 1988
johnsto ns army and
alston ray L grandfathers leroy holt tales of Johnstons
others pioneer 35 january february 1988 22
history for
anderson william claude the new guide book to mormon historyfor
family travel american fork utah guide book to mormon
history 1988
arrington leonard christmas Is memories this people 9 winter
1988
20 24
198820

1I th son served his
missionary at west point brigham youngs 1Ilith
nation well this people 9 fall 1988 13 15
surprising lines from an autograph book this people 9 spring

1988

15 16

aylesworth T G the west new york chelsea house 1988
bailey lynn R old reliable A history of bingham canyon utah
lore press 1988
westernlore
tucson ariz Western
westemlore
ian G the ecclesiastical position of women in two mormon
barber lan
trajectories journal of mormon history 14 1988 63 79
186L
barnett steve US army explorers of the american west 1803 1861
manuscripts 40 fall 1988 269 90
bartschi darel P the joseph smith memorial A 1905 tribute to the
prophet and his work ensign 18 february 1988 7 10
bastian lewis M the intents of schooling in western culture and its
primary antecedents an annotated bibliography with findings
phd diss brigham young university 1988
mormons in twentieth century great britain
baugh alexander L the cormons
A secondary source essay paper for sources and problems in
twentieth century europe since 1914 history 554 brigham young
university 1988
bennett richard E canada from struggling seed the church has risen
to branching ensign 18 september 1988 30 37
more
Terri torys
bishop M guy morethan
than one coal road to zion the utah territorys
Mor eThan
efforts to ease dependency on wyoming coal
cool annals of wyoming
60 spring 1988 8 16
sex roles marriage and childrearing at mormon nauvoo western illinois regional studies I111I1 fall 1988 30 4 5
mormons and their historians
bitton davis and leonard J arrington cormons
salt lake city university of utah press 1988
boone lalia phipps idaho place names A geographical dictionary
moscow university of idaho press 1988
bowden charles A canyon called paria arizona highways 64
january 1988 12 19

305
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bradford M gerald me
the case for the new mormon history thomas G
alexander and his critics dialogue 21 winter 1988 143 50
cormons
Mormons meet the mennonites A view from
buchanan frederick S mormons
1884 mennonite quarterly review 62 april 1988 159 66
ed A good time coming mormon letters to scotland salt lake
city university of utah press 1988
chattanoogan southern star mormon window on the
buice david chattanoogas
south 1898 1900 BYU studies 28 spring 1988 5 15
A stench in the nostrils of honest men southern democrats and the
1882 dialogue 21 autumn 1988 100 113
edmunds act of 12dialogue
bushman richard L the crisis in europe and hugh B browns first
mission presidency dialogue 21 summer 1988 51 59
campbell eugene E establishing zion the mormon church in the
american west 1847 69 salt lake city signature books 1988
campbell harry F hoffman mormon money forgeries historical
aspects salt lake city harry F campbell 1988
cannon donald Q ed regional studies in latter day saint church
history new england provo dept of church history and doctrine
brigham young university 1988
card brigham young the canadian mormon communities in southwestern alberta canada origins persistence and transformation
ston alberta ap
np 1988
Card
cardston
of an ethnic identity bardston
cemy
bemy johni and wendy elliott eds the library A guide to the LDS
family history library salt lake city ancestry publishing 1988
clements louis J madison high school snake river echoes 17

12

1988 6
19886

7

poraqui
aqui masters
couchman donald howard cookes peak pasaron por
thesis new mexico state university 1988
crowder david L ricks college A centennial sketch 1888 1988
snake river echoes 17 1988 24 311
davis gode frisco the story of utahs gomorrah old west 25
winter 1988 52 55
the ghoul of fremont island

true west

35

july 1988

52 53

deseret news 1989 1990 church almanac salt lake city church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1988
driggs kenneth C the prosecutions begin defining cohabitation in
1885 dialogue 21 spring 1988 109 25
iss5dialogue
driggs kenneth david the mormon church state confrontation in
nineteenth century america journal of church and state 30
spring 1988 273 89
edison carol custom made gravestones in early salt lake city the
Stonecarvers utah historical quarterly 56
work of four english stonecarvers
fall 1988 310 30
embry jessie L little berlin swiss saints of the logan tenth ward
utah historical quarterly 56 summer 1988 222 35
esplin ronald K A place prepared in the rockies ensign 18 july
1988 6 13
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mission history compiled by jennie M hart
john W hart and R carl harris ap
np privately printed 1988
firmage edwin brown and colin mangrum zion in the courts A legal
history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints urbana
university of illinois press 1988
florence giles H jr harvesting the light the 1890 paris art mission
ensign 18 october 1988 34 411
gaboury william joseph dissension in the rockies A history of1daho
of idaho
populism new york garland publishing 1988
godfrey kenneth W A new prophet and a new scripture the
coming forth of the book of mormon ensign 18 january 1988
6 13
gottlieb robert A life ovits
of its own the politics and power of water san
diego harcourt brace jovanovich 1988
the great unknown the journals of the historic first expedition down
the colorado river compiled and edited by john cooley flagstaff
ariz northland 1988
groesbeck C jess the smiths and their dreams and visions
sunstone 12 march 1988 22 29
mormons
hancock joel G strengthened by the storm the coming ofthe
odthe
of the cormons
to markers island NC 1897 1909 morehead city NC campbell
and campbell 1988
hansen lorin voyage of the brooklyn dialogue 21 autumn 1988
47 72
harrison john F C the popular history of early victorian britain
A mormon contribution journal of mormon history 14 1988

the expanded samoan

341

3 15

heaston michael D how they went west the adventures of trappers
US army explorers gold rush travelers and the settlers austin

tex privately printed 1988
hill marvin the new mormon history reassessed in light of recent
autumn
books dialogue 21 altun
autunm 1988 115 27
hinton wayne K utah unusual beginning to unique present
northridge calif windsor publications 1988
holland jeffrey R A school in zion BYU today 42 november 1988
30 39

holmes gail geo the LDS legacy in southwestern iowa ensign 18
august 1988 54 57
homer michael W the judiciary and the common law in utah
territory 1850 661
dialogue 21 spring 1988 97 108
6L1dialogue
ring mill utah historical
floering
flouring
huchel frederick M the box elder Flou
quarterly 56 winter 1988 75 87
huff kent W joseph smiths united order A non communalistic
interpretation orem utah cedar fort 1988
hughes richard T illusions of innocence protestant primitivism in
america 1630 1875 chicago university of chicago press 1988
jackson richard H great salt lake and great salt lake city american
47
curiosities utah historical quarterly 56 spring 1988 128
1287
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katz suzanne adel sisters in salvation patterns of emotional loneliness among nineteenth century non elite mormon polygamous
women masters thesis california state university 1988
kelly brian K back to hole in the rock new era 18 july 1988
20 27
kimball stanley B historic sites and markers along the mormon and
other great western trails champaign university of illinois press
1988

the nauvoo mission of
1846 1848
46 54

the methodist episcopal church
western illinois regional studies I111I1 fall 1988

cormons
Mormons the temple after half a century the house
ho se
the kirtland mormons

in which the followers of joseph smith worship the god of
mormon
monnon reprinted from the new york times 25 decemberl887
restoration trail forum 14 march 1988 1 3 20
knuteson knut J the suspension of plural marriage and the fulfillment
47
of prophecy doctrine of the priesthood 5 september 1988 1147
larson carl V A data base of the mormon battalion an identification
odthe
of the mormon battalion providence utah
odthe
of the original members ofthe
ofthe
K W watkins 1988
larson stan synoptic minutes of a quarterly conference of the twelve
apostles me
the clawson and lund diaries of july 9 11 1901
journal of mormon history 14 1988 97 119
III
ili and
launius roger D the awesome responsibility joseph smith 111
the nauvoo experience western illinois regional studies I1111I fall
1988 55 68
lehr john C polygamy patrimony and prophecy the mormon
Card
ston dialogue 21 winter 1988 114 211
cardston
colonization of bardston
leonard glen M recent writing on mormon nauvoo western illinois
regional studies 11I 11I fall 1988 69 93
logue larry M A sermon in the desert belief and behavior in early
st george utah urbana university of illinois press 1988
lubick diana dark
clark historic preservation in the rocky mountain west
oark

montana wyoming idaho utah nevada colorado arizona new
mexico phd diss northern arizona university 1987
lund george W the challenge of reconstructing the red brick store
saints heritage 1988 73 87
lyon T edgar jr in praise of babylon church leadership at the 1851
great exhibition in london journal ofmormon
of mormon history 14 1988
49 611
mcpherson robert spowart the northern navajo frontier 1860 1900
paiutes
mormons
utes trading
Mormons Pai
expansion through adversity utes cormons
posts phd diss brigham young university 1987
Stans
stansburyy
burys expedition to the great salt lake
madsen brigham D stansburys
1849 50 utah historical quarterly 56 spring 1988 148 59
ed exploring the great salt lake the stansbury expedition of
1849 50 salt lake city university of utah press 1988
the manti temple provo community press 1988
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matheson alva cedar city reflections id rev ed cedar city southern
utah state college press 1988
may dean L body and soul the record of mormon religious
philanthropy church history 57 september 1988 322 36
kahline
kahlile the trial of the french mission dialogue 21 autumn
mehr Kahlile
1988 27 45
melville J keith joseph smith the constitution and individual
liberties BYU studies 28 spring 1988 65 74
meyer richard E cemeteries and gravemarkers
Grave markers voices of american
culture ann arbor mich UMI research press 1988
moeck mary F history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in franklin co kentucky BIS brigham young university 1988

mueller william nauvoo midwestern williamsburg
saturday
evening post 260 may june 1988 68 70
newton marjorie
madorie southern cross saints the mormon church in
australia masters thesis university of sydney 1988
paul rodman W the far west and the great plains in transition
1859 1900 new york harper and row 1988
peterson F ross A century of excellence A centennial celebration of
utah state university logan utah state university press 1988
poll richard D dealing with dissonance myths documents and
faith sunstone 12 may 1988 17 211
polson D michol the swedes in grantsville
poison
Grantsville utah 1860 1900 utah
historical quarterly 56 summer 1988 208 21
porter larry C from a book coming forth ensign 18 july 1988
42 46
poulsen richard C misbegotten muses history and anti history new
york P lang 1988
rimington david B vistas on visions A golden anniversary history of
church education in southern california anaheim calif privately
printed 1988
sadler richard W franklin D richards and the british mission
journal of mormon history 14 1988 81 95
schlissel lillian vicki L ruiz and janice munk western women their
land their lives albuquerque university of new mexico 1988
schmalz charles L the failure of utahs first sugar factory utah
historical quarterly 56 winter 1988 36 53
shipps jan twentieth century mormonism and the secular establishment ogden weber state college press 1988
shirts morris A and william T parry the demise of the deseret iron
company failure of the brick furnace lining technology utah
historical quarterly 56 winter 1988 23 35
signor john R the los angeles and salt lake railroad company union

pacifics
pacifica historic salt lake route san marino calif golden west

books 1988
simmonds A J I dahos last colony northern cache valley under the
test oath 1872 1896
is96 idaho yesterdays 32 summer 1988 2 14
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pictures past A centennial celebration of utah state university
logon utah state university press 1988
logan
smart william B old utah trails salt lake city utah geographic
series 1988
the roughest country you ever seen this people 9 fall 1988
46
40
4046
smith E gary the office of presiding patriarch the primacy
problem journal of mormon history 14 1988 35 47
smith henry C an architectural appreciation of kirtland temple
restoration trail forum 14 march 1988 10 13
snyder lawrence joseph smiths first vision sacred narrative and the
problem of history excursus A review of religious studies 1I

357

august 1988 14 19
stark helen candland BYU student life in the twenties
28 spring 1988

BYU

studies

17 27

szasz ferenc morton the protestant clergy in the great plains
and mountain west 1865 1915 albuquerque university of new
mexico 1988
tanner terence A the
ne mormon press in nauvoo 1839 1846 western
illinois regional studies 11I 11I fall 1988 5 29
taylor samuel W ghost from the grave mountain meadows
massacre restoration the journal of latter day saint history 7
july 1988 3 9
the nauvoo everyone should know restoration trail forum 14
october 1988 3 10
nily furniture in nineteenth
family
thatcher elaine some chairs for my Far
century cache valley utah historical quarterly 56 fall 1988
331 51

thirty year history 1956 1986 of the los angeles california north
hollywood stake of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints edited and compiled by dean P moser and gloria 0 moser
hollywood los angeles california north hollywood stake 1988
thorp malcolm R james E talmage and the tradition of the victorian
lives of jesus sunstone 12 january 1988 8 13
tibbitts hazel mclean study of the pioneers of providence utah and
their children masters thesis brigham young university 1988
truitt esther ruth enclosing a world utah historical quarterly 56
fall 1988 352 59
Slickrock crusade sierra 73 march april 1988
udall J R the slickrock
A

387
38 47

mormonism salt lake
vogel dan religious seekers and the advent of
ofmormonism
city signature books 1988
walker ronald W heber J grants european mission 1903 1906
journal of mormon history 14 1988 16 33
wiley peter magic and mormonism joseph smith as the uncommon
common man utah holiday 17 january 1988 26 28
williams john hoyt A great and shining road the epic story of the
transcontinental railroad new york times books 1988
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inspirational
albrecht stan L the religious value of your investment in education
provo brigham young university 1988
ashton marvinj
marvinJ lessons from the master brigham young university
devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 151 58 provo
university publications 1988
baadsgaard janene wolsey why does my mothers day potted plant
always die salt lake city deseret book co 1988
barker shane R finding a friend in the mirror salt lake city deseret
book co 1988
barlow philip L teachers who touch lives methods of the masters
bountiful utah horizon publishers and distributors 1988
bennion lowell L the best oflowell
of Lowell L bennion selected writings salt
lake city deseret book co 1988
mormons
Mormons Cent
issues for cormons
centerville
erville
do justly and love mercy moral issuesfor
utah canon press 1988
36 38
12july
july 1988
the moral component of religion sunstone 12
198836
the unknown testament salt lake city deseret book co 1988
benson ezra taft hope salt lake city deseret book co 1988
the law of chastity new era 18 january 1988 4 7
seek the spirit of the lord ensign 18 april 1988 2 5
np alsina elizabeth
brimhall george H BYU devotional talks ap
brimhall holbrook family 1988
np alsina elizabeth brimhall holbrook family
longer talks ap
1988

np alsina elizabeth brimhall holbrook
relief society lessons ap

family 1988
buntin kathleen rawlings when a loved one dies salt lake city
deseret book co 1988
burgess allan K teens temple marriage and eternity salt lake city
deseret book co 1988
cannon elaine bedtime storiesfor
stories for grownups salt lake city bookcraft
1988

merry merry christmas salt lake city bookcraft 1988
cramer steven A conquering your own goliaths
hs salt lake city
Goliat

deseret book co 1988
craven rulon G the pursuit of perfection salt lake city bookcraft
1988

dunn paul H after

the storm

comes the rainbow salt lake city

bookcraft 1988
durrant george D A dad a boy and a ball salt lake city bookcraft
1988
por
I didnt plan to be a witch A guide
eyre linda J ididntplan
gulde
gul
Gui
guidefor
denor
for frustrated mothers
defor
everywhere salt lake city publishers press 1988
featherstone vaughn J thank god for scarlet fever AMCAP journal
1988 1 13
14
141988
we love those we serve new era 18 march 1988 16 19
1
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fyans J thomas cycle of life brigham young university devotional
and fireside speeches 1987 88 131 38 provo university publiions 1988
cations
cat
the pattern new era 18 august 1988 4 5
goates L brent he changed my life salt lake city bookcraft 1988
hales robert D understandings of the heart brigham young
university devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 121 30
provo university publications 1988
hammond F melvin one man can make a difference brigham
young university devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88
159 66 provo university publications 1988
hanks marion D the great commandments brigham young
university devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 167 76
provo university publications 1988
harbertson robert B the eye of faith new era 18 september 1988
4 7
harris devere the promise new era 18 november 1988 4 6
hinckley gordon B the power of the book of mormon ensign 18

june 1988 2 6
priesthood restoration ensign 18 october 1988 69 72
we have a work to do ensign 18 february 1988 2 6
with all thy getting get understanding ensign 18 august 1988
2 5

holland jeffrey R who we are and what god expects Us to do
brigham young university devotional and fireside speeches
1987 88 17 26 provo university publications 1988
198748
holland patricia T fear not brigham young university devotional
88 11 16 provo university publicaand fireside speeches 1987 8811
andfireside
tions 1988
july 1988
18july
F
198844 6
unton
urton A prophets priorities new era 18
howard fburton
aburton
FB
burton
kramer lyneve
laneve wilson the winning young woman bountiful utah
write place 1988
lefgren beth power tools for teaching salt lake city bookcraft
1988

mccloud susan evans im going to be baptized salt lake city
bookcraft 1988
notmy
not my will but thine salt lake city bookcraft 1988
maxwell neal A noamy
monson thomas S come follow me ensign 18 july 1988 2 5
in quest of the abundant life ensign 18 march 1988 2 5
live the good life salt lake city deseret book co 1988
nelson russell M the power within Us salt lake city deseret book

co

oaks

1988
dallin H pure in

heart salt lake city bookcraft 1988
why do we serve new era 18 march 1988 4 7

pace glenn L crying with the saints brigham young university
65 72 provo univerdevotional andfireside
and fireside speeches 1987 88
8865
sity publications 1988
theyre not really happy new era 18 june 1988 4 6
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ne

perry L tom the university of mortality brigham
brig ham young university
devotional and fireside speeches 1987 8887
88 87 96 provo university publications 1988
peterson dorothy W choices salt lake city bookcraft 1988
pratt anne hinton junior missionary handbook bountiful utah
horizon publishers 1988
preece michael J learning to love the doctrine and covenants salt
lake city publishers press 1988
rector hartman jr reach out how to bring back the less active salt
lake city bookcraft 1988
smith barbara B A fruitful season salt lake city bookcraft 1988
sommerfeldt vern D A new perspective for stimulating personal
study of the book of mormon phd diss brigham young university 1988
sonntag philip T being a worthy you brigham young university
devotional and fireside speeches 1987 88 107 20 provo
university publications 1988
A sure foundation answers to dik
ficula
ficult gospel questions salt lake
difficult
dlf
dif

city deseret book co 1988
new era 18october
18 october 1988
taylor russell C where would I1 bedew
198844 6
benew
wilcox S michael choosing the Ful
ness wickedness or righteousness
fulness
falness
salt lake city bookcraft 1988
wirthlin joseph B little things count new era 18 may 1988 4 7
woods ron marriage talk how to communicate with your spouse salt
lake city deseret book co 1988
707
101
107
loi ideas on teaching children to work salt lake city bookcraft

W

1988

young dwan J mother through the eyes of children selected illustrations and quotes
quotesfrom
from primary children with a foreword salt lake
city bookcraft 1988
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